The road to your personally designed model:
Found the model you want? Order form filled out? Have you downloaded the required templates?
Then, you can start creating the printing files for your Herpa model.
In the following, we have summarized a few points for you in order to support you from the creation to sending your data.
However, if something remains unclear, please feel free to contact us personally.
1. Select a template
The templates of the downloaded files are stored in the most common graphic formats, including the formats
AI, EPS, and PDF.
2. Open the template

(A) Select template

Open the selected template in your graphics program (A). We recommend editing AI files in Adobe Illustrator.
The other formats can also be edited easily using other appropriate software.
As for the templates, each page is created as a separate file. For example, the Euro box requires two files, one for
the left and one for the right side. On the MAN vintage trailer truck, on the other hand, you need four files, as a total of
four surfaces can be printed (box left + trailer left, box right + trailer right).
B) Create design (layers)

3. Create your design
After you have opened the templates, you can now start creating your design. Create your design on the layer “Create”
(B), and take care not to swap, delete, or change the existing levels.
Some print templates must be created upside down (C). You can create your design upside down from the beginning, or
rotate your design at the end. Our hints regarding the orientation of your design will, of course, not be printed.

(C) Print template upside down

For an optimal result, please observe the following technical aspects:

- File format: printable PDF, but NOT PDF-X3.
For PDF export, use the default setting „high-quality print“ or something similar.
- Resolution: high-resolution images with at least 300 dpi
- Color: create data in CMYK, no images in RGB mode
For special colors or spot colors: define colors in the file (e.g. Pantone, HKS)
- Pictures: please make sure that they are embedded
(D) PDF export

- No transparencies in the document
- Convert texts / fonts to paths / vector graphics
- Texts and clearly defined logos, please provide as vector graphics
- Design on model is done without trimming
- Create overprinting objects in the file

(E) Create ZIP folder

- Create all lines thicker than 0.1 mm

4. Mailing your documents
Store all relevant files including the scanned order form into a folder and rename it according to the following scheme:
Express_Service_Customer_Version
Any questions?

Now, create a ZIP archive (E) from the folder, and send it to:

Give us a call or write to us:

werbemodellservice@herpa.de

+49-9824-951-148
werbemodellservice@herpa.de

Upon successful transmission of your data, you will receive a short confirmation from us.
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